
‘What is the Question of Critique?’ Stream  
ABSTRACTS 
Panel 1 'Is Art Capable of Critique?' 
 
Nancy Hanrahan, ‘Is art critique?’ 
 
How do we talk about art as critique after the “ethical turn,” which marked the 
passing of the aesthetic project of social transformation associated with an earlier 
generation of Marxist theorists?  What are the possibilities of critical art in our time?   
The notion of art as critique, in Adorno’s formulation, was based on art’s identity and 
non-identity with society, and the possibilities that contained for exposing social 
contradictions and expressing the unfulfilled promise of social reconciliation.  It was 
clearly distinguished from the politicization of art that Benjamin promoted during the 
time he was associated with Bertolt Brecht.  Adorno’s argument with Benjamin was 
that instrumentalizing art as politics was dangerous because it compromised the 
autonomy on which the critical potential of art depended.  Nevertheless, the political 
version of art as critique became the dominant interpretation – expressly political 
content, forms of representation, and art practices that challenged the institution of 
art and social domination more generally.   
To what might “art as critique” still refer - the internal aesthetic elements of art 
works, practices of production and reception, Ranciere’s “redistribution of the 
sensible”, or something quite different?  Which conception of critique is most helpful 
in thinking about the arts and art practices of our time: the transcendent one of the 
Frankfurt School, the pragmatic one of Boltanski, the contingent one of Foucault, or 
some other?   
Finally, how might criticality be expressed in different art and popular cultural forms, 
and do some have more critical potential than others?   
 
 
Chris Witter, ‘Is Art Capable of Critique? Institution as Ensemble’ 
 
In the context of the workshop discussion of art’s capability of critique, this short 
position paper will present some thoughts on two art institutions: the Tate Modern, 
in London, and Kettle’s Yard, in Cambridge. Tracing the relation between these 
institutions and critical demands made by the historical avant-gardes, the paper will 
address the ways in which these institutions manifest contradictory aesthetic 
philosophies and ideological affiliations. This will open the way, on the one hand, for 
a theory of art institutions as an ensemble of social relations, and on the other, for 
an analysis of the ‘moments of possibility’ manifest in these institutions. This will 
provide coordinates by which to frame a broader discussion between the panel 
members and the audience. 
 
 
Andrea Rossi, ‘Aesthetic, Economic’ 

My intervention will focus on what Rancière named the ‘zones of indistinction’ 
between art and non-art. In particular, I will ask after the extremely mobile line 
dividing what might be termed critical art and the widespread commercial use of 



aesthetics (by which I mean advertisements, but also, more generally, the artificial 
‘environments’ constructed or restructured by capitalism: supermarkets, 
discotheques, museums and urban landscapes more generally).  

Is it still possible to draw a clear-cut distinction between these two regimes? To 
what extent can art hope to distinguish itself from ‘the economically beautiful’, given 
especially that our aesthetic sensibility is shaped, since we are born, by visual stimuli 
which are directly functional to capitalist modes of production? Has not any attempt 
to circumscribe the specific terrain of critical art already become an empty 
categorization, one that is arguably suited to the needs of the art market more than 
anything else? 

I will address these questions by looking at contemporary artworks that have (more 
or less) openly thematized the embroilment between the aesthetic and the 
economic. I will thus ask whether art’s attempts to bring to the fore this ‘zone of 
indistiction’ may be said to contain any political or emancipatory 
potential.                   
 
 
‘What is the Question of Critique?’ Stream  
ABSTRACTS  
Panel 2 'Is the Academy Capable of Critique?' 
  
Cerelia Athanassiou and Jamie Melrose, 'Whither Critical Scholarship in 
the Modern University: Critique, Radical Democracy and Counter-

hegemony' 

It seems to me that the real political task in a society such as ours is to criticize the 
workings of our institutions, which appear to be both so neutral and independent 

(Foucault, 1997[1974]:130) 

The situation is stark: critical scholarship within universities is thoroughly 

depoliticised. Despite the student protests and occupations of 2010‐2011 (Solomon 

and Palmieri, 2011) and their recent re‐emergence, the strategic reshaping of 

universities a la the neoliberal Browne Report and current UCU industrial action, self‐
identified critical scholars are noticeable by their absence in the nitty‐ gritty of 

institutional contestation. 

All of the above flashpoints have promised something; a possibility for what can be 
described as a counter‐hegemonic project (Laclau and Mouffe,2001: 178‐179),yet, 

simply put, a generation of post‐structuralists, Marxists of varying stripes and 
other  critical foes of the status quo by and large have been content to sit this one 
out, to see institutional  politics as vulgar and surplus to some other, by implication 
more pure literary struggle.  

In our presentation, we firstly elaborate upon the paucity of contemporary university 
resistance.  Following the leading of the radical student movement, university actors, 
staff and students, could have come together ‘to penetrate to the ground’ (Hall 
1982:18). Yet, the fundamentally unhindered continuity of contemporary HE 



managerialism, economism and depoliticisation suggests that student resistance, 
supported by isolated higher and further education workers, was a flash in the pan, 
not the beginning of a new narrative. We propose a highly salient reason why so: 

the crucial lack of meaningful political collaboration from an institutionally‐
entrenched, self‐identifying critical grouping within academia. 

A more counter‐hegemonic presence has not emerged because radicalism in the 
academy possesses an exchange rather than use value. On Paper (preferably those 
which will earn academics higher  scores on the REF), we, as critical scholars, are 
allowed to exercise our wildest fantasies about how  the social and political system 
around us should and does not work, yet in continually focusing our  research and 
theorizing efforts on the ‘outside’ (e.g. On the big bad government) and not 
reflexively  bringing back aspects from that into our daily lived experience as 
teachers and researchers, we are complicit in reproducing this very system. 

To help further discussion, we suggest the following questions/dilemmas for 

deliberation: 

● What is the role of critique at this juncture of the modern university? 

 ● Can we operationalize critique to counterhegemonic ends?  

● Can we coordinate practical solutions/steps forward? 

We conclude that critical scholars need to embrace praxis and intervention in their 

institutions. 

Our  present conjuncture demands an explicit rethinking of such scholarship in order 
to reimagine  critique and democratic participation within the University, Horizontal 
and participatory, well versed in admonitions such as Foucault’s — ‘[p]refer what is 
positive and multiple, difference over  uniformity, flows over unities, mobile 
arrangements over systems’ and ‘develop action, thought,  and desires by 
proliferation, juxtaposition, and disjunction, and not by subdivision and pyramidal 
hierarchization’ (2004[1972]:xv). 

  

Diana Stypinska ‘Problematizing or Problem-solving? – A few remarks on 

the (dis)positions of contemporary academic critique’ 

My contribution takes as its point of departure the problem central to this stream, 
namely, the question of how – in what way and in what contexts – critique’s status, 
potential and techniques are to be interrogated today. I pursue this question by 
delineating a possible framework for thinking of the contemporary (dis)positions of 
academic critique in terms of its three dominant forms: banal, reformist and radical. 
In reflecting upon these modalities of critique, I hope to open up a space for a 
debate wherein the participants can collectively consider the limits and possible 

points of application of contemporary critique.  



With this in mind, I intend to apply my conceptual framework to engage with the 
problems posed by the other panellists as well as to consider some of the questions 
emerging from the originary rationale underpinning the stream itself, such as:  

 What are the most pressing questions of critique today? What is critique 
demanding of us in the present? 

 Is the very act of questioning a form of political engagement? 

 Is academia still a site of critique/still capable of producing critique? What is 
the role of critical intellectuals in the 21st century? 

 What is to be done? (Can we actually expect critique to answer this 
question?) 

 
 
 
  

 

 


